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Some new integrodifferential inequalities in two independent variables involving 
higher order partial derivatives have been obtained. Some applications are also 
given. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
In [ 1 I], we obtained several new integrodifferential inequalities involving 
higher order derivatives of single independent variable. These inequalities are 
directly useful in studying several properties of the solutions of ordinary 
differential equations, see also [ 121, where, essentially, these inequalities are 
used. The discrete inequalities with and without differences also share the 
same importance and are discussed in [l-3] and references therein. In the 
present paper we shall discuss several new integrodifferential inequalities in 
two independent variables involving higher order partial derivatives. Some 
particular cases of our results have been considered recently by Pachpatte 
[6-81, but in general the results obtained here cannot be compared with his 
results. It is also shown that his results can be improved uniformly. The 
results obtained here are useful in studying several properties of the solutions 
of a class of partial differential and integrodifferential equations. 
2. LINEAR INEQUALITIES 
LEMMA 1 [9, lo]. Suppose a(x, y) and b(x, y) > 0 are continuous 
functions on a domain D. Let P,(O, 0) and P(x, y) be two points in D such 
that xy > 0 and let R be the rectangular region whose opposite corners are 
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the points P, and P. Let v(s, t, x, y) be the solution of the characteristic initial 
value problem 
V Sl - b(s, t) v = 0 
v(s, y) = v(x, t) = 1 
and let D + be a connected subdomain of D containing P such that v > 0 for 
all (s,t)ED+. IfRcD’ and 
u xy -WY) u < 4x.y) 
u(x, 0) = u(0, y) = 0, 
then 
U(X,Y) < 1: j: a@, t) v(s, t, x, Y) &it. 
LEMMA. [S]. Let a, b, u, a,, and a,, be nonnegative continuous 
functions on R and 




4x, Y> < a&, y> ev Ix i’ b(s, t) dsdt ). (2) 0 0 
This lemma is proved in [5 ] with no assumption on the sign of a(x, y), 
and the term a(x, y) jg b(x, t) dt It b(s, y) ds is used as nonnegative. 
Thus without a(x, y) > 0 their proof does not seem to be correct. 
LEMMA 3. In inequality (l), let a, b, and u be nonnegative continuous 
functions on R, and a be positive and nondecreasing. Then (2) holds. 
Let a(x, y) = c(x) + d(y), where c(x), d(y) > 0, and c’(x), d’(y) > 0. 
Hence, conditions over a(x, y) in both Lemmas 2 and 3 are satisfied and 
estimate (2) is a sharper estimate than obtained by Wendroff [4, p. 1541. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose a(x, y), b(x, y), ht,j(x, y), and ~‘+‘u(x, Y)/~x’$# 
(0 < i < r, , 0 <j < r,) are nonnegative continuous functions on a domain D. 
Let P,(O, 0) and P(x, y) be two points in D such that xy > 0 and let R be the 
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rectangular region whose opposite corners are the points P, and P. Let 
v(s, t, x, y) be the solution of the characteristic initial value problem 
V St -B,(s,t)v=O 
v(x, y) = v(x, t) = 1 
and let D+ be a connected subdomain of D which contains P and on which 
v>O. Then, ifR CD+ and 
ar1+94(x, y) 
axr* ap < a(x, y) + b(x, y) ;’ ” JX/’ h,,j(s, t) ,TO jZ0 0 0 
x a’+ju(s, t) 
asi a$ dsdty (3) 
then 
a 
~~~$2y) < a@, y) + b@, y) i j:A I(s, t) u(s, t, x, Y) hit, (4) 
where 





P-i ai+Pulx, 0) + Q;I x4-f p+ju(o,y) 
pyj (p-j)! a.+ayp q~i (q-i)! a,9 a$ 
y-1 *,-I 
- r v 
y~-i x4-j aq+qo,o) 
pYj qei (p -j)! (q - i)! axqap 
1 
+ (rl--i- l)! (r2--j- l)! 
X i”l’ (x - s)“-‘-‘(y - t)‘2-j-‘a(s, t) dsdt 
0 0 1 




(r, - i - l)!(r2 -j - l)! 
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a = r, - 1, p = rz or a = r, ,/I = rz - 1. For i= a = r, or j=b = rz the 
integrals in (5) and (6) are interpreted in the usual way. 
Proof: Define a function 4(x, y) such that 
Then we have 
~,,(x,Y) = ?- + h. .(x, y) 
ai +44(x, y) 
- - l.J i=O j=O 
axi au’ 
qm Y) = $(A 0) = 0. 




Integrating (9) ri - i times with respect to x and rz -j times with respect to 
y, it follows that 
ai+jucx, y) b;] yp-.j &+Pu(x, 0) 
axi ay’ Gh pcj (p-j)! ax’ay” 
r,-1 
+ \’ 
xqpi iYfh(0, y) 
Gi (q-i)! 3x”~Ty’ 
r*--1 r,-1 P-.i 
7 x4-j iY+yo, 0) 
- 
zj qfi by-j)! (q-i)! 3x9 ayp 
+ (r, -i- l)ll(r,pje *)! j1.d (X--S)rl-i-‘(y-t)“~,i ’ 
x [a(s, t) + b(s, t) $(s, t)] dsdt. (10) 
Using (9) and (10) in (8), the nondecreasing nature of 4(x, y), and arranging 
the terms, we obtain 
$,,(X,Y)~A,(x,Y)+Bl(x,Y)~(x,Y). 
Now from Lemma 1, it follows that 
(11) 
4(x, Y> < !u” 1; A ,(s, t) u(s, t, x, Y) dsdt. (12) 
Substituting (12) in (9), result (4) follows. Note that from inequality (4), it 
follows that 
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ai+ju(x, y) rj;l y-j ~+Pu(x, 0) 
i?Xi f3JJ 
<\ 
Ej (p-j)! axiayp 
r,- I x4-i aq+ju(o, y) 
+ q;i (q - i) ! 8x9 aJ‘J 
i--l i--l p-j 7 x4-i P+pu(o, 0) 
p;j q;i (i-j)! (q - i)! 8x4 ayp 
+ (r,-i- l)!1(r2Bj- l)! j-J; (X--S)‘l-i-‘(Y-f)r?-,i-’ 
COROLLARY 5. Suppose U(X, y), b(X, y), hi.j(X, y), Und C3'+jU(X, y)/dX'dyi 
(0 < i < rl, 0 <j < r2) are nonnegative continuous functions on a domain D, 
and inequality (3) is satisfied. Then 
,r’+r*u(x, y) 
axr’ ayr2 <a(x,y)+b(x,y) lx pA,(s,t)dsdl 0 ‘0 
X exp B , (s, t) dsd: 
I 
. (14) 
Proof. As in Theorem 4, it follows from (11) that 
and hence from Lemma 2, we find 
#(X,Y)< (j:jIAl(s, t)dsdt)exp (,f:lI B,(s, ~)dsdl). 
The result now follows from (9). 
Remark 1. In inequality (3), let r2 = 0 and y be fixed. Then the partial 




‘,(X,Y)=a(X,Y)h,l,~(X,Y) + S hi,o(X,Y) “ 
x9-i 
i=O 




(x - s)~~+’ a(s, y) ds 
I 
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rl -I 
BlC-5 Y) = 4x, Y) hr,.o(x, Y> + \‘ hi,“@, Y) 
i- 0 I (F-, pi’- l)! 
xj;(X-Sy-‘b(s,y)ds . 1 
From (1 1 ), it follows that 
X exp 
Estimate (15) is the same as was obtained in Ill, Theorem 11. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose a(x, y), b(x, y), h(x, y), and a*‘u(x, y)/ax’ 3y’ 
(0 < i < r) are nonnegative continuous functions on a domain D. Let P,(O, 0) 
and P(x, y) be two points in D such that xy > 0 and let R be the rectangular 
region whose opposite corners are the points P, and P. Let vi(s, t, x,y) and 
(1 < i < r + 1) be the solutions of the characteristic initial value problems 
vlsl - IQ, t) b(s, t) + h(s, t) + rb(s, t) + (r - 1)] v, = 0 
uis, - (h(s, t) b(s, t) + h(s, t) 
+(r-i+l)b(s,t)+(r-i-l)]vi=O (2 < i < r) 
V r+ ,st - I&, O(b(s, t> - 111 vi-+ 1 = 0 
Vj(S, y) = lJj(X, t) = 1 (1 <j<r+ 1) 




< 4x, y) + b(x,Y) t JxJy h(s, t) asi ;;i 
J2’u(s t> dsdt 
2 (16) 
i=o 0 0 
x u,, ,(s, t, X,Y) dsdt, (17) 
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where 
B l (x, y) = I,; j; Ws, t) u ,(s, t, x, Y) dsdt 
~i(x,y)=j~j’ [H(s, t) +Bi-l(X,y)] oi(S, t,X,Y)dsdt (2 < i < r) 
0 0 
and 
H(X,Y) = h(x, y) ’ 
p-i ai+pu(x, 0) 
(p-i)! ~Yx’f3y’ 
r-l 
+ -L’ xq-i c3q+iu(o, y) 
q~i (q-i)! ax”@’ 
r-1 r-l 
xq-i f3q+yo, 0) 
- Kjl .jT yP-’ 
ptii ,yi (p - i) ! (q - i) ! axqayp 
1 
+ ((r-i-l)!)* : 1 II 
(x - s)‘-‘-‘(y - t)‘-“a(s, t) dsdt !I . 
Proof. Let us define 
4, (x, y) = i$o [ j; h(s, t> $(;;:' dsdt. 
Then, it follows that 
#l~y(~T Y) = h(xT Y) “iJ(iif’ + ,bo axi ayi ] 
[ 
‘-,’ a*‘u(x, y) 
and from (16) 
a’wx, Y) 
axr ayr ,< 4x, Y) + 0, Y> VW, Y). (19) 
From (19) it is easy to verify that 
&(x, y) < ;;' yp-' a'+pu(x, 0) 
axi ay' ‘pei (p-i)! ax’ay” 
r-1 
+r 
xq-i aq+‘u(o, y) 
,ei (q - i) ! axq ay’ 
r-l r-i 
y- y Y”-’ xq-i aq+yo, 0) 
pEiq; (p-i)! (q-i)! ax4 ayp 
(18) 
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+ ((.l l)!)’ j;I,’ (X-S)‘-i-‘(y-f)r- i ’ 
x [a@, t) + b(s t) #,(s, t) 1 dsdr. G9) 
Using (19) and (20) in (18) an arranging the terms, we obtain d 
~1,,(X,Y)+h(x,y)gl(X,y)~H(x,y)+h(x,y)b(x,J’)d,(X,y) 
+ 4x3 Y> 4% Y), (21) 
where 
x b(s, t) $,(s, t) dsdt. 
From (21) and the fact that 4,(x, y) < 4*(x, y), it follows that 
q&&G Y) + #2(x, JJ> < H(x, Y> + I% Y> 4x7 JJ> + m Y> + W-G Y)J 42(x, VI 
+ #3(x, Y), 
where 
x qb2(s, t) dsdt. 
Once again using 4,(x, y) < tij(x,y), we find 
~&,Y) + $3(x, Y> < wG.Y) + IW v! 4x3 Y> + @? Y) + 2m Y> + 11 
x T&(X,Y) + #4(x, Y>T 
where 
X 43(s, t) dsdt. 
Continuing in this way, we get 
hw(X~ VI + M-? u) < ffk Y) + IWY v) 4x3 u> + 4-G Y> 
+(-l)my)+(-q] 
x 4,(x, Y) + Qr+ I(4 Y>7 (22) 
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where 
and hence on using 4,(x, y) < $,.+ I(x, y) 
4 r+ 1 xy(x9 Y> < WC Y> + [h(x, Y> b(x, Y> f 4x, Y> 
+ rb(xvY) t (r- I>1 ~,,1cwJ)~ 
where (note that) #j(x, 0) = $j(O, y) = 0, 1 <j < r + 1. Now from Lemma 1, 
it follows that 
$r+ I&Y) < j; j; fQ, t> ul(s, t, X,Y) dsdt = B,(x,Y). (23) 
Using (23) in (22) and again using Lemma 1, we find 
4,(x, Y) < B&G Y)- 
Continuing this way, we obtain 
42(x, Y> < B,(x, Y>. (24) 
Substituting (24) in (21), we get 
hxy(x,y) - [WGY)(~(X,Y) - 111 O&,Y> < W-GY) + @,Y)B,(x,Y) 
and hence from Lemma 1 
~(x,Y) < j; j; MS, 4 + h(s, t)B,(s, t>l u,+ ,b t, X,Y> dsdf 
and now the result follows from (19). 
Remark 2. A particular case of Theorem 6, r = 1 and b = 1, has been 
considered recently by Pachpatte [6, Theorem 51. His estimate is sharper 
than obtained from our result; however, for this particular case even his 
estimate can be improved uniformly and this we shall consider in 
THEOREM 7. Suppose a(x, y), h(x, y), u(x, y), and u,,(x, y) are 
nonnegative continuous functions on a domain D. Let P,(O, 0) and P(x, y) be 
two points in D such that xy > 0 and let R be the rectangular region whose 
opposite corners are the points P, and P. Let v(s, t, x, y) be the solution of 
the characteristic initial value problem 
ust - [ 1 t h(s, t)] u = 0 
u(s, y) = v(x, t) = 1 
40?/89/2-16 
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and let D’ be a connected subdomain of D which contains P and on which 
L’ > 0. Then, if R c D ’ and u(x, y) satisfies 




u,,(x,Y) < a(x,v> + jx jy h(s, t>la(s, t> +Wt> 0 0 
+ f f /,h(5, rl)(a(t, rl) + WZ ~1) 0 0 
+ a(<, 7) - 11 11 a(a, P) dm@ 1 ~(6 rl, s, t) &&I &it. (26) 
Proof Define a function Q(x, y) such that 
0, Y) = JO j. h(s, t)lu(s, t) + u,,(s, f) I dsdt 
go, Y) = 4(x, 0) = 0. 
We then have 
~,,(x,y) = h(x,y)lu(x,y) + ur?.(-w91~ (27) 
Using the definition of #(x,y), (25) can be rewritten as 
u,,(x, v) < 4x, Y> + 0(x. ?i) 
and hence 
(28) 
qx, y) < H(x, Y) + ( 1 la(s, 4 + @(s3 t) I dsdt- 
.” -0 
(29) 
where H(x,~) = U(X, 0) + u(O,y) - ~(0, 0).Using (28) and (29) in (27), wc 
have 
&,(x, Y) < Nx, Y> 
L 
0, Y) + f-f@, Y) + 4(x3 Y) 
.x .Y 
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Define 
v/(x, Y) = 4(x, Y> + ix I’ [a@, 0+ #h Ql dsdt 0 0 
(31) 
We then obtain 
wxyk Y) = $x,(-G Y) + 4-G Y) + #(x9 Y)
which is, from (30) and (31), 
V,,(X~Y) <W,Y)b(XTY) + WGY) + W(XYY)l +4XYY) 
+ u/(x, y) - Ix I’ a(s, t) dsdt. 
0 0 
Now using Lemma 1, it follows that 




a(<, v) d{dv] u(s, t, x, y) dsdt. 
0 0 
Substituting this estimate in (30) and integrating, we obtain 
Now the result follows from (28). 
THEOREM 8. Let h(x,y), Pu(x,y)/ax’ ay’ (0 < i < r) be nonnegative 
continuous functions defined for x > 0, y > 0, and #u(x, O)/axi = 
a’u(0, y)/ay’ = 0 (0 < i < I - 1) for which the inequality 
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holds for x > 0 and y > 0, where a(x), b(j), a’(x), and b’(j) are nonnegative 
continuous functions for x > 0 and y > 0. Then 
a’w, Y) 
axr ayr G B,, ,(x, Y), (33) 
where 
B,(x, y) = [a(x) + b(y)] exp (34) 
Bi(x, y) = [U(X) + b(y)] + !x j.’ (h(s, t) + (r - i + 1)) Bi- ,(S, t) dsdt 
0 0 
(2<i<r+ 1). (35) 
ProoJ Define a function #1(x, y) by the right side of (32). Then as in 
Theorem 6, it follows that 
where 
$dx, Y> < W y) $2(x, Y), (36) 
r-1 
M&Y)=~I(X,Y)+i~o ((r-iy 1),)2 ~o*~~(x-S)r-i-l(Y-t)‘i-l 
x Ql(S, t) dsdz 
and hence on using $,(x,Y) < 42(x,~), we find 




93(x~Y)=42(x~Y)+ ,;. (@y2),)* 1.1; G-s)r-i-2(Y-tr-2 
X g2(s, t) dsdt. 
Again using $2(x,~) < 4&y), we get 
~,,(x.Y) < 1hk.y) + 11 ~s(x,Y) + #&Y)- (38) 
Continuing this way, we obtain 
Y~,,(x~ Y) < W, u) + (r - 2)10,(x, Y> + h+ 1(x, ~1, (39) 
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where 
and hence on using 4,(x, y) < $r+ ,(x, y) to obtain 
4 r+,xy(X,Y)< [&Y) + (r- 211 h,Ic?Y) + h+d-%Y) +h+l(x,Y) 
= [WY Y) + rl h+ I@7 Y>* (40) 
From the definition of #i(x, y) it follows that #i(x, y) < #i+ i(x, y), 1 < i < r, 
and tij(x, 0) = a(x) + b(O), ~j(O,Y) = a(O) + b(y), 1 <j < r + 1. Integrating 
both sides of (40), we find 
$r+ I(X,Y> ,< 4~) + NY) + j; j; [W, 4 + rl h+ ,h t> da (41) 
Now an application of Lemma 2 gives 
@r+ lkY> G B,(-%Y)* (42) 
Substituting (42) in (39) and using 4,(x, y) < #r+ ,(x, y), we find 
4,,,(X~Y) < [4&Y) + (r - 111 B,(-GY) 
and hence 
Continuing this way result (33) follows. 
Remark 3. A particular case of Theorem 8, r = 1, has been considered 
by Pachpatte [7, Theorem l] under more strong conditions (also, the 
estimate obtained here is sharper than his result). 
3. SOME APPLICATIONS 
Here we shall present some applications to our results obtained in Section 
2. Note that in Theorem 4, B,(x, y) is nonnegative and the function 
u(s, t, x, y) is the well-known Riemann function relative to the point P(x, y). 
The existence, continuity, and nonnegative properties are well known; e.g., 
see [9, lo]. 
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We shall consider the nonlinear hyperbolic partial integrodifferential 
equation 
ar’+%(x, y) 
axr’ ayr2 = a(x, y)+ 1; 1; f(x, y, s, t, u(s, t), v )...) 
x a’+‘u(s, t) ar’+r94(s, t) 
ad atj ‘...’ &V at’2 dsdt, 
0 < i< r,, 0 <.i< rz (43) 
together with prescribed boundary conditions &(x, 0)/8x’ and du(0, y)/ay’. 
The functions a and f are assumed to be continuous in all their arguments. 
EXAMPLE 1. (Uniqueness). On the domain of definition of f let the 
following Lipschitz condition be satisfied: 
I ( 
f x,y, s, t, #(S, t), F )...) a’g::l;($ t, ) 
-f (x, y, s, t, qs, t), $$ )...) a;;::“,is: t, ) / 
< b(X,Y) ” + hi,j(S, t) 
ai+ju(s, t) a’+‘@, t) 
i=O ,270 asi& - asiatj ’ 
(44) 
where b(x,y) and hiJ(s, t) are nonnegative continuous functions on D. Let us 
assume that there are two solutions u,(x, y) and uz(x, y) of (43) satisfying 
the prescribed boundary conditions. Then, from (44) it follows that 
ar'+y(x, y) 
axrl ay- 
,< b(x, y) + ?- !” i” h,Js, t) 1 “‘B;$ t, ( dsdt, -a (45) i=O j=O 0 “0 
where Q(x, y) = u,(x, y) - u2(x, y). Define 
‘yY(X, J’) = ” ’ 1‘ r hi,j(Sy t) 1 ‘iittj t, / dsdt. -- i=O j=O 0 0 
Then, from (45), 
arl+r*g(X, y) 
axrl ayr2 < WGY) V(XTY). 
Since 
(46) 
ai+j#(x, 0) = a’+j $(O,Y) = o 
axi a9 a2ay ’ 
Ogi<r,, and O<j<r,, 
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it follows as in Theorem 4 that 
(r-,--i- l)! (r2--j- l)! 
X (x - sypl(y - t)‘2-j-‘b(s, t) I&. t) dsdt. 
Thus, we find 
v,,(x, Y> < B I(-% Y> Ye, Y) 
and hence as in Theorem 4, we get la rl+r24(x, y)/axrl 8~” 1 < 0 which implies 
I$(x,y)l< 0 and thus u,(x,Y> = U&Y). 
EXAMPLE 2 (Upper Bound). Consider (43) with the boundary conditions 
wx, 0) = a’403 Y) = o 
ad ayi ’ 
O<i<r,-1, O<j,<r,--1 
and 
If u(x, y) is any solution of (43), then it follows that 
iP+%(x, y) 
axrl ayr2 < 1 tZ(X, y) 1 + b(X9 Y) + ' 1' J' hi,j(sT f> iTO j=O 0 0 
Now, following (as in Example 1) an application of Corollary 5, 
iP+%(x, y) 
ad ay <la(x,y)l +W,y) 
x Y 
X exp lj B ,(s, l) dsdt , 0 0 1 
(47) 
(48) 




: 1 (x -sy-‘-yy - ty-j-l la(s, t)l dsdt. 
Consider once again (43) with r, = rz = r and 
a’@, 0) = a’403 Y> = o 




f x,y,s,t,u(s,t),~ ,..., 
a2rU(S, t) 
asr atr II 
< ’ h(sY t, 
Pu(s, t) 
,TJ I I 
asi ati 
and, also 
h(s, t> asi ati 
I I 
a*‘u(s, t) dsdt 
* 
An application of Theorem 8 gives 
2r 
ax,;I$ ldx y, I 
< B,*, I(x3 Yk (49) 
where 
B:(x, y) = M exp ) ) (h(s, t) + r) dsdt 
-0 -0 
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